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measure self-righteousness, defined as the-#onviCtion that, one's
beliefs and actions are correct, especially in contrast to the.
beliefs and actions of others.' The Self Ri,§hteousnessQuestionnaire
(SRQ) measures three components of self-righteousness: belittlement,
'acceptance, and uncertainty. The instrum7nt is designed'fer brevity
and allows for the adjustment of items ccording to general or 4
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speci,fic beliefs and behaviors. In orde to test the validity and..
reliability of6the SRQ, 111 adult yunn rs (73 -males, 38 females),
aged 17-45, completed the SRQ before a 10 kilometer race. After the

.,race 84 of those runners responded to a.more specific version of the
SRQ in a telephone interview.Test -retest corrAlations of'the
subscales Were mithin the moderate F'ange. Correlations of the items.
before and, after the race_showed responses .to be remarkAbly stable.*
No sex differences .Were found on fiesponses to y of the\ubscales.
Although additional' research is nedessary,,val ity was somewhat
suppOrted by the study. Belittledent negatively. correlated with
loneliness and uncertainty posi3/ively correlated with loneliness and
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anxiety.,No associations have been' found between acceptanceand other
relevant constructs. (The SRQ And its specific adaptation for the
post-race telephonesurvey are appended.) (BL)
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7m instrument -ta measure self-righteousness

(

Toni Falbo and Sharyn : Belk .,.. 1

..Department of Edueptiolial.Psieho.logy, Univergity of Texag, Austin, Thips,

S " ),. '. 2
78712. L i

. - This paper reports the-Testilts of two, studies. The first study was ). o

designed to create a short,.objective,instrument to-'me'asu're self righteous-
nes.- The etcond study tested thg validity.and reliability ofc the Scales- pro-,

duced by the instrument developed In thefirst study.
..Self-righteoUsAbss was' defined here' as the conviction thqt one's beliefs # ,

and actions are correct; especiallY in tontrast.with tilq_beliefs and action's'
of othqrs. These studies were motivated by the assumptrcinthat self.;
righteousness may have positive effects-on an indiyidual's mental health

1 yet, in:a pluralistic democracy, self-rilpeeousness may leaeto an Ohealthy
society.

...

. From the outset 'Self-righteousnessvas regarded as a:Muleidimensional
.conetru t combining.at least trio, central components: (1.)`.certainty ,

4

A. regardi g onecs own correctness and (2) belittlement of alternative viewpoints..
It is a geed `here that self-righteousness is.q defense mechanism that people

'Useben tHey pergeNe that others psagree with them regarding proper
beliefs or behavior. .. '

,

Study One e
., :

The 'goal of the first study was ,to create Aself-righteousness
.
inventory'thatconsisted of items. independent of desirable.responding,
as well ds'dogmatism and intolerance for ambiguity. While self-righteousneSs,

.
dogmatism, and-ambiguity intolerance-611 represent some degree of closed-
mindedness, they differ in key,jespects. The dogmatitm scale contains many
statements of political opinion (e.g.,, qEven though freedom of speech-for all
groups is a' worthWhile-.goal, it is unfortunately. necessary to restrict the
freedom of'certain\political groups.0) ,.which make it appropriate for 'the

invettigation of.political, but riot neCessarflpother types of closed-1,
mindedness.: The .self-righteousness scale. As designed so that it would be
appropriate for research involving a wide range of issues, Includingvhysical.
fitness. and fundamentalist religion. '

Self- righteousness' differs from ambiguity intolerance in that the two
represent different dotains of closed - mindedness. AmbiguAty intolerahce
concerns an inOvidual's discomfort arising from informatiOn perceived as

vague or inconsistent (e.g., !'f I am uncertain about the. responsibilities of
ra job,.1, get7'very anxious,11. Self-rightegyoness is regarded here as not

only arising few) a perceived.threat to one's values or beAefs but also'as
including a convictlon that one's own.beliefs/betlaviors are ceerect,'whire

,.
alternatives_are wrong. ,

..
. ,

Potential items, in the form of 140 complete sentences bxprgsing an
opinion, were generated by a group.of 13 education0 psychology'graduate
students and the first.authoi% These items were evaluated in terms of their

relevance to the. definttion:of self-righteOpsness and redundqncy with each

other. Eighty-five item's were regarded byhe group (N=14) as diverging
from'the construct Or being redundant, leaving the 55 items whiCh appeared on

the preliminary instrument. Each,item was followed by a 5-point rating'scate

ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Twenty:six'of the 55 items

were worded such that they expressed opinions regarded as opposite to fhose
thoughtkto .express self-righteousness . 'This instrument was entitled ''Your
Opinions Questionnaire.and was the first instrument of a series administered'

, I
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'.to 120-subjeCts, ran Ling in age from 17-63 years. The other instruments,
were: Tolerance-for Ambiguity (PAT-50, Norton, 1975),,., State -Trait Anxiety.
,,Inventory!(Spielberger, Gorsuch,,& Lushene, 1970), Dogmatism Scale (Rokeach,
1956);;Social Desirability Sctle (Crowne & Marlowe;: 1955), and the.00LA

__Loneliness Scale.Oussell,Ipetflau,.& Ferguson, 1978).
.

The 55 items were each'correlated with the dogmatism, social tiesir-
,ability, and ambigufty tolerance scale scores. Nineteen items did not have
a-significant'correlation-rwith one or more of these scalet.. Scores froth
these 19 items were factor analyzed using a,principal components analysis
with varimax rotation. Although eight factors were produced by the first
analysis,, only three possested eigenvaluet.greater than 1. Therefore,,a
second factor analysis was conducted which restricted the'number of
factors fo.be produced to three.-4tems were selected as loading dm' each

'factor if they had.a;vaillueof ,40 or greater. (-

The first factor produced by the second analysis had an eigenvalue of

, 71,61, and accounted for' 42% of. the variance Two items loaded onto this
A factor:' (1) People who disagree with me. re wrong,,(2).:When people bit

Orsagree with me? I'figureithey're just'not up tS my level of thinkimg.
This first. factor'apPears to measure the belittling of those whodisagree'

7
er .with oneSelf. T 1 esecbndfac:tor had an eignvalue of 1.06 and accounted

for 29 of theiva'iance. $ TWo leems loaded on the second factor: - (1). One
4 persons' opAions are just as valid as the next, (2) +lost people naturally

,do the .right thing,. The'second:factor appears to measure the acceptance of
others. The third factor had:an eignvalue of 1.06 and also accounted'for ( \
29% ofthe variance. Three items loade&here: (1) One religion is just
asgood an another; (2) Tone, things, don't seem black and white,' they're,

. mostly shad6s of gray, (3) I am not convinced that my beliefs. are the right.
beliefs. The third factor appeats to measure uncertainty regarding.beliefs.
The remaining items failed to load onto any of these factors at the .40
'revel,; all of the'sevenitems that did load at this level had:strong loadings
on only one, of these factors.

..' The items associated with each factor were added together and these
scores were correlated with each other and with-the other scale scores. .

...,

The three factors were not significantly correlated with each other. How-
ever, two correlations of borderline significance,were.found. The first
factor (belittling alternative viewpbints) ,was negatively correlated,
with the:second (0 cceptance'of others),T(120)=-.22.,*p<.02, and had no rela-
tionship to anxiety. The third faCtor Uncertainty) was positively,related.'
tOloneliness, r(120)=.24, p<.01, and trait, not state'anXiety, r(120)=.24, .01.

These correlations point.. to the potential-benefits of self-righteousness.
That is,'people who are certain. of their beliefs and willing to belittle
alternative, viewpoints are less anxious and lonely than others. Not only
does self-righteousness appear to reduce anxiety but it appears'to bolster
and individual's sense of group Affiliation With,like-minded ndividual0
No significant gendee'differences were found on any of 'the subscales; nor
was Age,of subject significantly related to any of the subscales.
Study Two

4 The second study was conducted to teshe validity and reliability of
the seven-item instrument developed in study one.. This study consisted of
a tWo-wave survey of individuals who registered to run in a 10 kilometer
race:. The first wave questionnaire,.entitled "Capitol 10,000 QUestionnairen,
consisted of the sevgiLltems,phrasedto.be specific to the race, named the
Capitol' 10,000. For 0(ample,..the item, "People who disagree with me.are
wrong," was changed to, "People who disagree with me about entering the/(
Capitol 10,000 are wrong." In addition, this purvey asked subjects to

, indicate their goal in running the race, their age and sex, the number.of
miles. per week and 10k races per year they ran,"and their phone.number-after
the race.



The.tubjects were 111 (73 men, 38 women) volunteers who were selected
randomly as they came to p ick up their T-shirts and race information packets.
These volunteers ranged in age from 17'tg,45 years. Of these, 84 could be
reached by telephone after the race to participate in the second wave of the

survey. Thi.q second survey consisted'of the same seven self-righteousness
items a' in the first wave, plus an item askibg subjects whether they ran the
race and,if so, what their time was.

Table One presents the correla ions of the seven ,items measured befwe

able 1

Correlations Q.Seven Items Measured'
Before an After the. Race

,,f

IieM 1

.

Item 2

Before

Item 3

Race

Item 4
.,

Itetti5. Item 6 Item 7

IteM 1 .47* 4, .26* .08 , .17 '.06 .13 '.25-44.... :..

Item 2 ,.15 ..46W, .1.,21* .04 n.03, .32* -.12 J:

Af ter Item 3
Race -Item 4

-.09
.09,

: -,at
-J.08 /

.43*

.02

-.01
.58* '1-.01

-.07
i

-.06
.04,

-.08
-.29* ''

:-N Item 5 .07 -.06 it -.03 -.Al .60* '-' .1,3 ' .15

Item 6 .06 .24* --.30* .04 .13 .56* .03

Item 7 ..29* .17 .12 .04 .25* .02 .29*

. P..77 *p<.05.
.

i o '

the. race with the same items revonded to after the race. As you,lcan see,, each-

_item taken before .the race tad. it highest correlation with the same item,

taken after the race. In'only one
\

ase did an item correlate as highly with

another (item 7 with item 4);; note that )oth of these items load onto the

same sUbscale, uncertainity., These ,results suggest that the subtectVrespon

to the items were remarkably stable, especially, considering iha their

self-righteoUshess about running. the race could haveLchanged as resuWo, haying,

.

rim, the race.
In addition,-no sender differences were found. There was a significant

negative' association between age and belittling others, both before, r(100)

.-.26, pi:005, and after the race, r(76) "- .20p <.04. ibunger'runners,belittlee

others more than older-runners#
r4

First wave scores for the three subcales were correlated withthe same

scores derived fn the second wave survey. The results are presented,in

Table 2....N

Ta):11e 2

70Orielat+ons of. Three Subscale Scores Measured
.., Before and After the Race

After Race Before Race

) Belittlement Acceptance Uncertaint

Belittlement .53* -.08 .15

AcCeptance -.16 .50* .13

opUncertainty .04 -.02 .65*.

N.K75 *174.05.
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As you can see fr6m Table,33Lithez;highest correlations were found on
the diagonal'of this matrix:, For example, subscale One (belittlement)
scOres' collected before the-xacehad the highest correlation with belittle-
ment. scores Collected after tha:race. These correlations sliggest that

//

these three subscales are reliaW.e measures of bellttlement,7hcceptance,
and uncerta ty. , r , ,

1
In ord r to' test thekralidity of the self-righteousness -the .84

subjects wh parti ipated in both waves of the survey were grouped ,,. . ,

accord g o wheth they had ac eyed heir,goal in running: Symbolic self-
complet theory icklund & Gol itzer,'1982) would predict that self-7
righteousness'abou a specific behavior wo 'Abe related 0 whether pn,
individual had achieved his or her behaTierali -goal. AiguOgyfrom a ''''

Lewininan perspective, Wicklund and Gol witze'r state thatIpeople experience
a pressure within themselves to attai4 ape'cifIc gohls.. If progress towards
achieving these goals is temporarily blocked,. individuals become, increasingly
impatientrandresort to a variety of ways to release this pressure. It is
argued'here that self - righteousness about attaining the specified gdal is
one of the ways individuals cone with,suCh a temporary blockage.

Four groups. of subjects emerged. First, some (No6) did notrun the
race. Setond, some (N=15) ranothe race, faster than their goal. Third, some

(N =33) ran the race slower than' their.goah, Fourth, some (No22) had the goal
of simply finishing the race, regardless of the time it tooki and.they.did .

finish. .

.
- f 4 - A

. ,

On the basis of symbolic self-completion theory, on ould expect the.-

subjects who finished faster than,their goal te4xikess(the least self-',
righteousness abo9t running the,race. In addition, those-wholhad planned to o'

run, but did not run the tace, would be expected tb'express a higher amount '

of self-righteousness tin would those who had svpassed their goals.
Those whcI reached their goal of simply finishing therace would be expected(

to express less Self-righteousness than those who failed to,achieve:eetro
The mean subscale scores that produced a signifiofint F associated with, .

the four goal groups are,presented in TAble 3. Onlx one ibscale, belLittlem nt,

ppoduced a significant F. ,Although no significant' differ noes be den t lour
14 -.

groups were found on the three subscale scores taken befo e the L: ace, th /,'

groupd differed significantly orvtheiN post-race belittlement scores, F( 75)
1

02.87, p.c.04. :A series of planned codparisons indicated, that those who
finished faster thpli their'goal belittled alternative viewpointd less,trin any

Other group. No differences we./.e found'betWeen the othet three groups on

meanbelittlement,scores. That is, those who ran plower than expected or
not at all were not significantly different eromithose'whose,goal it was to f'

. Y

finish and did. , . ,

/

Theie results su gest that only those have specifiC goals and
surpass them arg_t le ant of alternative view oints regarding,their_g6g1s.1
Ttibse who tried, bu aileato reach ,their spi cific goals end those who' chid

)
. ,

t I,.
..- ., ,.

..,'9

Table 3 a
.t'

Mean Post-Race Belittlement) corer:3,1)y GrOUp

4 - ,', .,, .

Subscale Groff,

4/
Belittlement

hlt,

Better than / Verge than ',, Finig Did-Not

Godi (10415)A ,'' GoalANu33), 1 1o,22 A, Ann OTE6)

3.20a ' 1 4';85 .,:k.50

,

Note: No76 Means4with dilferentodupreacripa ,are significantly differemt,
1' 4//'

/ 4

I '4/. ' ..0.
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not run belittled other%s more than those-who surpassed their goal. Inter-

estingly, and contrary, to kedictlon,-4hose who had the general goal.of

finishing the race and did accomplish it, scored high on the belittlement

scale. Perhaps the generalness of thqir goal indidated a tentativeness

about their:committment to the goal, or a fear of failure that the other,

three groups.lid,not have. Because they minimalized their goal, they may

not have.expelvnced the :releaSe of pressure to achieve that characterized -

thOse who SUrP'atsed their goal.\ I *-

,ThelailUre-of theother two subscales to differentiate the groups
may indiGate that acceptance of others and uncertainty may not' bexelevant
constructst6 the act of reachingone's goals in running Sirace. ,Future
research neels to be.devoted.to determining whether these two subbcales are
'usefillin discriminating goal achievement groups. , .

Conclusion .
-

Overall, thenithe results of these two Studies provide a 7-item scale,
measuring three components'of;self-tighteousneas.' The brevity of the scale
makes It easy to administer. Further, the items can be general or.adjusted
to-specify the beliefs and behavlot particulai to the area'of study, such as'
physical fitness political activism, or religious convictions. The second

.study demnstiated that the instrument could'be used.in'telephone interviews..,
The test -reteq correlations of the subscales are'in the moderate,. range.
)Rowever, strong correlations of.subscales with themselves indicates the factor
structure does'maintain its inte )? rity over time and SUministrative settings.

An additional,attribute of t e"Self-RighteousheSs Questionnaire (SRQ)
is that-it is not redundant wit' already existing,, scales designed to measure

.,40gmatism'and ambiguity tolerance. ,Scores.on'the-subscales of the SRQ do not

corrdlate with sekles mplasuring socially desirable response oets. 'No sex

differences havp been fiolund on responses to'any of the thiee subscalgs.
.

Although additional research is necessary to establish, the validity

of_the three sUbsdales of the ,SRQ, the information produced by the two

studies is supportive. First, belittlement of alternaAiVe.viewpointsyas,
negatively correlated with loneliness. This suggests'thst people who:

belittle alternative viewpoint6 feel more part of some social network than,

those who do less belittling.. In addition, runners who surpassed theit:

goals belittled others less than people who'didn't adhieye their goaf.viThis

suggests.'that once one has satisfied one's goals, one can eXpiess greater

tolerance of alternative viewpoints. SeC6 , uncertainty about one's beliefs

'and behaior was found to be positively re ted to loneliness and anxiety.
This suggests, the possession of a convicti n that, one is correct ds associated

:Withthe sense of belonging to a social network and lower levels of'chronic

anxiety. To date, no associations havebeen"founcl between the acceptance

of ot erd subScale and scales measuring potentiAlly relevant constructs.
he SRO is available for use to anyone willing 'to shard his/her results

with the authors-. Inquiries and information should be sent to:' Dr. Toni Fa bp,

Department of Educational Psychology, University of Texas, Austih, TX 78712

4
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Male Female 'Age:

V

YOUR OPINIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

The.followingstatementa represent commonly,heldlopinions that you may
or may not agree' with. For each item, indicate how much you agree or disagree
with the statement, as ft refers to yourself, by circling the letter (A,B,C,D, or E)
that best represents You.

1. Peopl/e who disagree 'faith me are wrong.

A . B C D E

Strongly
agree-

Slightly X Neither agree
agree nor disagree

,

2. When people disagrle withme, I figure
of thinking.

'\

A ,B C

Slightly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

they're just not up to my level

D E

Strongly
agree

Slightly
agree

3. One person's opiniOns

A
Strongly
agree

a
Slightly
agree

Neither agree
nor\disagree

are just s valid as

4. Most people naturally do

A B

Neither\agree `
nor disa ree

theright

C

thing.

Slightly
disagree

the next.
Ss

D

Slightly
disagree

D
3

Strongly: Slightly Neither agree
agree agree, nor disagree

S. One.religioniOust-as good as another.

A
Strongly
agree

B
Slightly
agree

C

Neither agree
nor disagree

Slightly
disagree

D

6. To me, things don't seem black and white,

A
Strongly
agree

B
Slightly
agree

C

Slightly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

E
Strongly
disagree

E

Strongly
disagree

E

Strongly
disagree

they're mostly shades of gray.

Neither agree
nor disagree

D

Slightly
diattgree

7. 1 am not convinced that my beliefs are Cho right beliefs

A
Strohgly
agree

Slightly
agree

C. ALL n lhts Ytt.tervt 214

C

Neither. agree
nor disagree

D
Slightly
disagree

E

Strongly
disagree

E

Strongly
disagree



PHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME PHONE NO.

1. Were you able to run the Capitol 10,000?

2. If yes, what was your time?

The fdllowing statements represent commonly .held opinions that you may or
may not agree with. After each statement, I will state 5 options that
express degrees of agreement or disagreement with the statement. Let me
know the extent of your agreement with the statement by telling Ole which one
of these five options best represents you.

1. ONE FORM OF EXERCISE IS JUST AS GOOk.a...4144YTH

A C

ER.

D E

STRONGLY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE.
AGREE AGREE (, NOR DISAGREE

2. PEOPLE WHO DISAGREE WITH ME ABOUT ENTERING

A , B- C

STRONGLY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE

AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE'

SLIGHTLY
DISAGREE

THE CAPITOL

D

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

10,000 ARE WRONG

E

SLIGHTLY
DISAGREE

3. ONE PERSON'S OPINIONS ABOUT ENTERING THE CAPITOL 10,00
VALID AS THE NEXT.

A )0 B

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

0 ARE JUST AS

C D E

STRONG L'

AGREE

4. TO M
IT W

A
STRONGLY

SLIGHTLY
AGREE

,, THE DECISION TO ENTER THE CAPITOL 10,000 WASN'T BLACK AND WHITE,
S MOSTLY SHADES OF CRAY. 4

NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE

B C D E

SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE , SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

AGREE AGREE : NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE s DISAGREE

5. MOST PEOPLE NATURALLY DO THE RIGHT THING WHEN IT COMES TO ENTERING

THE CAPITOL 10,000.
A B e

STRONGLY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

AGREE . AGREE . NOR DISAGREE ;DISAGREE DISAGREE

6. WHEN PEOPLE DISAGREE WITH ME ABOUT ENTERING THE CAPITOL 10,000, I
FIGURE THEY'RE JUST NOT .04 TO MY'LEVEL OF THINKING.

C

B C

STRONGLY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE
AGREE ' AGREE NOR DISAGREE

7. I AM NOT CONVINCED THAT MY BELIEFS ABOUT
ARE THE'RIGHT BELIEFS.

A

STRONGLY

AGREE

a

SLIGHTLY

AGREE

C

NEITHER AGREE

NOVDISAGREE

SLIGHTLY STRONGLY,

DISAGREE DISAGREE

ENTERING THE CAPITOL 10,000

SLIGHTLY

DISAGREE

10

E

STRONGLY
DISAGREE


